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Abstract
In this paper, B-net method for studying multivariate weak spline is discussed and the dimension of W 12 (I1
(1)) is
presented. Several B splines on type-1 triangulation are also obtained. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that the ordinary multivariate spline is de5ned by piecewise polynomials with
certain smoothness on a domain while the multivariate weak spline is de5ned by a piecewise poly-
nomial which smooths only on a set of discrete points. The multivariate weak spline is important
in 5nite element and CAGD and it is de5ned and discussed in [8]. As we know, B-net method
is an important tool for studying multivariate spline. In this paper, we will discuss how to study
multivariate weak spline using B-net method. We use B-net as a tool in deriving the dimension
of W 12 (I1). Several B splines on type-1 triangulation are also presented. To help make this paper
self-contained, the remainder of this section contains a brief statement of the relevant de5nitions.
In this paper, Pk(x; y) denotes the collection of all bivariate polynomials of real coe;cients with
total degree k, and Pk(x) denotes the collection of all univariate polynomials of real coe;cients
with total degree k. DmP(xi; yi) denotes the collection of @mP(x; y)=@tx@m−ty|(xi ;yi); 06 t6m.
Denition 1. Let l be a line segment and the point set S = {(x1; y1); (x2; y2); : : : ; (xn; yn)} lie on l.
If |S| := card(S) is limited and each point of S is an interior point of the line segment l, then S is
called an appointed point set and every point in S is called an appointed point.
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Fig. 1. An appointed point partition.
Let D be a domain in R2;  be a partition of the domain D consisting of 5nite straight lines or
line segments, and an appointed point set is given on each inner edge. This partition is called the
appointed point partition which is denoted by I. Let Di; i=1; : : : ; T , be all of the cells of  and
Sj; j=1; : : : ; L be all of the appointed point sets of I. Denote by C

(0)(S) the set of functions with
smoothness  in each point of the given point set S. For integer k ¿¿ 0,
Wk (I)=
{
W (x; y)∈C(0)(S)|W (x; y)|Di ∈Pk(x; y); ∀Di; S =
⋃
j
Sj
}
(1)
is called a multivariate weak spline space with degree k and smoothness , where W (x; y)|D denotes
the restriction of W (x; y) on D.
If S(x; y)∈Wk (I)∩Sk (), then S(x; y) is called a singular multivariate weak spline, where Sk ()
is an ordinary multivariate spline space. In this paper, we only consider a simple but practical case,
i.e. the cardinality of appointed point set on each grid segment is 1 and  is a triangulation of a
simply connected domain D ⊂ R2. Denote by I1 the appointed point triangulation and by Wk (I1)
the multivariate weak spline space over I1.
2. B-net method for studying multivariate weak spline
We begin with introducing some additional notations. Let  be a triangulation of a simply con-
nected domain D ⊂ R2. Let N be the number of triangles, EI the number of interior edges, EB the
number of boundary edges, V the number of vertices and VI the number of interior vertices.
The cardinality of appointed point set on each grid segment is 1. Let the set of all appointed points
be S. For each triangle Ti, there are three appointed points pi1; pi2; pi3 ∈Ti. See Fig. 1, connecting
pi1; pi2, and pi3, we get a new triangle which is denoted as T ′i .
Obviously, for each weak spline W (x; y)∈Wk (I1); W (x; y)|Ti ≡ W (x; y)|T ′i ; i=1; : : : ; N . Let
pi(x; y)=W (x; y)|T ′i ; for (x; y)∈T ′i ; i=1; : : : ; N; (2)
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where, pi is a polynomial of degree k. Each of these polynomials can be written in BHezier–Bernstein
form as
pi(; ;  )=
∑
l+h+d=k
cilhd
k!
l!h!d!
lh d; (3)
where (; ;  ) are the barycentric coordinates of a point (x; y) in the triangle T ′i ; cilhd is called BHezier
ordinate.
With each BHezier ordinate cilhd we associate a domain point
Pilhd=(lV1 + hV2 + dV3)=k;
where V1; V2, and V3 denote the vertices of the triangle T ′i . We omit the superscript i whenever
this will cause no confusion. The set of all domain points is denoted by Bk(). The BHezier net of a
function w(x; y)∈W 0k (I1) is the set of points (Plhd; clhd)∈R3. A given BHezier net uniquely de5nes
a function in W 0k (I1). We say that the point Plhd is of distance k − l from vertex V1 (with similar
de5nitions for the other two vertices). The ring of order p around the vertex v is
Rp(v)= {points which have distance p from v}
and the disk of order p around v is
Dp(v)=
p⋃
j=0
Rj(v):
Now we discuss the smoothing condition. See Fig. 1, let T ′1 denote a triangle with vertices
V1; V2; V3, and let T ′2 denote a triangle with vertices V1; V4; V5. We write a polynomial p1 on T ′1 in
its Bernstein–BHeier form (3), and a polynomial p2 on T ′2 similarly. Let (4; 4;  4) and (5; 5;  5)
denote the barycentric coordinates of V4 and V5 with respect to T ′1. Then, in order for p1 and p2 to
be joined  times diNerentiably across the common vertices V1, we must have [5]
v11;0
v2
2;0c
2
l00 = (41;0 +  42;0)
v1(51;0 +  52;0)v2c1l00; (4)
where v1 + v2 = g; g=0; : : : ; ; l= k − g, i;jc(;;  ) = csi(;; ) − csj(;; ); s1(; ;  )= ( + 1; ;  );
s2(; ;  )= (;  + 1;  ); s3(; ;  )= (; ;  + 1).
Especially, for =1, (4) shows that the domain points in the disk of order 1 around V1 are
coplanar.
Given a point t ∈Bk(), let )t be the linear functional de5ned on W 0k (I1) with the property that
)tw=BHezier ordinate of w associated with t:
A set P ⊂ Bk() is said to be a determining set for Wk (I1) if
∀w∈Wk (I1): )tw=0; ∀t ∈P ⇒ w=0: (5)
3. The dimension of space W 12 (I1)
Denote by St(v) the collection of cells in  sharing v as a common vertex. St(v) is called a stan-
dard cell. Denote by Wk (St(v)) the multivariate weak spline space over St(v). It is di;cult to obtain
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dimWk (St(v)) and dimW

k (I1). In [8], the dimension of W

k (St(v)) as well as W

k (I1); k¿ 2+1
is presented. In this section, we will discuss dimW 12 (St(v)) and dimW
1
2 (I1). Let us 5rst introduce
some lemmas.
Lemma 1. If P determines Wk (I1), then dimW

k (I1)6 |P|.
Proof. Let B1; : : : ; Bn be a basis for W

k (I1). Suppose |P|¡n. Obviously, there exists a nontrivial
solution of the system
)t

 n∑
j=1
cjBj

=0; t ∈P:
But then the nontrivial weak spline w=
∑n
j=1 cjBj contradicts our assumption that P determines
Wk (I1). We have our conclusion.
The following lemma gives a lower bound on the dimension of Wk (I1).
Lemma 2. Let I1 be an appointed point partition. Then dimW

k (I1)¿N (
k+2
2 )− EI(+22 ).
Proof. According to the de5nition of multivariate weak spline, we know w(x; y)|T ′i ∈Pk(x; y), where
w(x; y)∈Wk (I1). Let pi(x; y)=w(x; y)|T ′i and pi(x; y)=
∑
m+n6k a
(i)
mnxmyn. Suppose Til ; 16 l6 3
share an interior edge with Ti. Denote the appointed point shared by Ti and Tim as (xim ; yim); 16m6 l.
We have
Dhpi(xim ; yim)=D
hpim(xim ; yim); h=0; : : : ; ; i=1; : : : ; N: (6)
Denote the solution space of system (6) as H . Obviously, dimWk (I1)= dimH . There are N (
k+2
2 )
unknown variables and EI(
+2
2 ) equations in system (6). Therefore, dimH¿N (
k+2
2 )− EI(+22 ), i.e.
dimWk (I1)¿N (
k+2
2 )− EI(+22 ).
Lemma 3. If M =2; then dimW 12 (St(v))= 7. If M¿ 3; then dimW
1
2 (St(v))= 3M; where; M is the
number of edges.
Proof. If M =2, it is easy to prove the result. Thus, we only consider M¿3. Label grid segment.
The cell between the ith grid segment and the (i + 1)th grid segment is called the ith cell, where
16 i6M−1 and the cell between the M th grid segment and 1st grid segment is called the M th cell.
Denote by (xi; yi) the appointed point that lies in the ith grid segment. Without loss of generality, we
assume that (x1; y1)= (0; 0); xM =0; yM =0; xM−1 =0, and yM−1 =0. Suppose that the polynomial
de5ned on the ith cell is pi(x; y)=
∑
n+m62 a
(i)
nmxnym. Let u
(i)
nm= @n+mW (xi; yi)=@xn@ym; n + m6 1,
where W (x; y) is the multivariate weak spline concerning the vertex v. According to the de5nition
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of W 12 (St(v)), u
(i)
nm and a
(i)
nm are unknown variables, we get the following coe;cient matrix:
A=


A1 0 0 0 −E 0 0 0 0
A2 0 0 0 0 −E 0 0 0
0 A2 0 0 0 −E 0 0 0
0 A3 0 0 0 0 −E 0 0
0 0
. . . 0 0 0
. . . 0 −E
0 0 0 AM 0 0 0 0 −E
0 0 0 A1 −E 0 0 0 0


;
where E is the identity matrix of order 3, each Ai is a matrix of order 3× 6. The row vector of Ai
is @n+mb(xi; yi)=@xn@ym; n+m6 1, where b(x; y)= (x2; xy; y2; x; y; 1). It is clear that Ai is a matrix
with full row rank. After a series of transformations, the matrix A becomes:


0 0 0 0 0 −E 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −E 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −E
0 A2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 A3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
. . . 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 AM 0 0 0 0
0 A1 A1 A1 A1 0 0 0


:
Obviously, if B=


AM−1 0
0 AM
A1 A1

 is of full row rank, then the matrix A is also of full row rank.
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Now we consider
B=


x2M−1 xM−1yM−1 y
2
M−1 xM−1 yM−1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2xM−1 yM−1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 xM−1 2yM−1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 x2M xMyM y
2
M xM yM 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 2xM yM 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 xM 2yM 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0


:
Because of xM =0; yM =0; xM−1 =0; yM−1 =0; B is a matrix with full row rank. Thus, the number
of unknown variables is 9M and the rank of coe;cient matrix is 6M . So dimW 12 (St(v))= 3M .
Lemma 4. Suppose Q=dimWk (I1). Then there exists a subset P⊂Bk() with |P|=Q such that
(5) holds.
Proof. Suppose that no set with the desired properties exists. We call this hypothesis H . Since
Q=dimWk (I1), we shall construct Q+1 linearly independent elements in W

k (I1), thus providing
a contradiction to the fact that Q is the dimension of Wk (I1). Let w1 be the weak spline in W

k (I1)
with all BHezier ordinates equal to 1. Let t1 be a point in Bk(), and let P1 be a set of q points of
Bk() containing t1. By H , there exists w2 ∈Wk (I1) with )tw2 = 0 for all t ∈P1, but )t2w2 =0 for
some t2 ∈B||(). Now let P2 be a set of Q points of Bk() containing both t1 and t2. By H , there
exists w3 ∈Wk (I1) with )tw3 = 0 for all t ∈P2, but )t3w3 =0 for some t3 ∈Bk(). Continuing this
process, we end up with Q + 1 splines w1; : : : ; wQ+1 and Q + 1 points t1; : : : ; tQ+1 such that
)tjwi =0; j=1; : : : ; i − 1; )iwi =0
holds for i=1; : : : ; q + 1. This asserts the linear independence of w1; : : : ; wQ+1, and we have our
conclusion.
Now we discuss dimW 12 (I1). We can number the vertices of the triangulation  in such a way
that each pair of consecutive vertices in the list are corners of a common subset in  (cf. Fig. 2).
For each i=1; 2; : : : ; VI, let e˜ i =number of edges attached to the ith vertex but not attached to any
of the 5rst i − 1 vertices in the list and let 4i =sign(e˜ i), where
sign(x)=
{
1 x=2
0 x =2 :
Then we have
Lemma 5. dimW 12 (I1)6 3EI − 6(VI − 1) +
∑VI
i=1 4i.
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Fig. 2. A triangulation.
Proof. Obviously, the number of edges attached to an interior vertex is not ¡3.
Suppose the vertices of the partition are A1; : : : ; AVI and let 5
1 = ∪ {5i: 5i has a vertex at A1}.
By Lemma 4, we can 5nd a determining P1 with |P1|=3e˜1 which annihilates any function in
w|51 ; w∈W 12 (I1). We now continue this process one vertex at a time. In particular, we can add a
determining set of 3e˜ i − 6 + sign(e˜ i) to Pi−1 to get a set Pi which annihilates weak splines on
5i =5i−1 ∪ {5j: 5j has a corner at Ai}:
After proceeding through all vertices and adding 3 domain points associated with each remaining
uncounted edge, we end up with a determining set of 3EI− 6(VI− 1)+
∑VI
i=1 4i domain points. This
completes the proof.
Theorem 1. If e˜ i ¿ 2; i=1; : : : ; VI; then dimW 12 (I1)= 6N − 3EI.
Proof. By Lemma 2, dimW 12 (I1)¿ 6N − 3EI. By Lemma 5, dimW 12 (I1)6 3EI − 6(VI − 1).
Using Euler formulation, EI − VI + 1=N . Therefore, we have 6N − 3EI = 3EI − 6(VI − 1). Hence,
dimW 12 (I1)= 6N − 3EI.
4. B splines on type-1 triangulation
Let R= {(x; y): 06 x; y6 1}; 0= x0¡ · · ·¡xm=1 and 0=y0¡ · · ·¡yn=1. Then, the lines
x − xi =0; 16 i6m − 1 and y − yj =0; 06 j6 n − 1 divide R into mn rectangles which are
denoted by
Rij = {(x; y): xi−16 x6 xi; yj−16y6yj}:
Then by drawing in diagonals with positive slopes to the rectangle [xi; xi+1]× [yj; yj+1], we obtain
a type-1 triangulation (1)mn (cf. Fig. 3).
We have
Theorem 2. dimW 12 (I1
(1)
mn)= 3(mn+ m+ n).
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Fig. 3. Type-1 triangulation.
Fig. 4. Several B splines on type 1 triangulation.
Proof. If we put the vertices in lexicographical order, then it is easy to see that e˜ i is always at least
three. Now applying Theorem 1, we obtain the result.
For the case that all appointed points are the midpoints of grid segments, we 5nd three kinds of
B-splines of W 12 (I1
(1)
mn). Fig. 4 shows these B-spline bases.
In Fig. 4 Ai; Bi; Cj; 16 i6 6; 16 j6 10 denote the barycentric coordinate and A1 = (yi+1 − yi)=
(yi+2 − yi); A2 = 12 ; A3 = (xi+2 − xi+1)=(xi+2 − xi); A4 = 1; A5 = 1; A6 = 1; B1 = (xi+1 − xi)=(xi+2 −
xi); B2 = 12 ; B3 = (yi+2−yi+1)=(yi+2−yi); B4 = 1; B5 = 1; B6 = 1; C1 =C2 =C3 =C4 =C5 =C6 = 1;
C7 = (yi+2 − yi+1)=(yi+2 − yi); C8 = 12 ; C9 = (xi+2 − xi+1)=(xi+2 − xi); C10 = (yi+1 − yi)=(yi+2 − yi);
C11 = 12 ; C12 = (xi+1 − xi)=(xi+2 − xi). All other barycentric coordinates are zero.
Let S1ij ; S
2
ij ; S
3
ij be the three kinds of B-splines, respectively. Let F
i;j
p = {Spij | Spij is not zero identically
on Rij}; Fp= ∪i; j Fi; jp , and B= ∪p=1;2;3 Fp; 16p6 3.
It is clear that |B|=3(nm+ n+m) + 1. Hence the collection B must be linearly dependent on D.
We will show a criterion to delete an element from B for getting a local basis of W 12 (I1
(1)
mn).
Lemma 6. For any given f∈B; the elements of B− f are linearly independent.
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Proof. Consider a sub-rectangle of R, say R0. Let G= {g | g∈B; g is not zero identically on R0}. It
is clear that |G|=10. Denote by gi; 16 i6 10 the elements in G. According to∑
16i610
aigi|R0 ≡ 0; (7)
we get a linear system. The rank of the coe;cient matrix of the linear system is 9, i.e., if a Bj is
deleted, then ai =0; 16 i6 10. By Fig. 3, it is easy to prove that the coe;cient of B spline on
adjacent subrectangle is also 0. Hence for any f∈B, the elements of B−f are linearly independent.
By dimW 12 (I1
(1)
mn) and Lemma 6, we have
Theorem 3. For any given f∈B; B− f is a basis of W 12 (I1(1)mn).
Theorem 4. (1) For all (x; y)∈Rij
2∑
p=1
∑
Spij∈Fi; jp
Spij (x; y) ≡ 1;
∑
S3ij∈F3
S3ij(x; y) ≡ 1:
(2) S1ij(x; y); S
2
ij(x; y); S
3
ij(x; y) are de8ned uniquely inside their supports; and every function in
W 12 (I1
1
mn) supported by the support of S
p
ij (x; y); (16p6 3) is a constant multiple of S
p
ij (x; y)
(16p6 3).
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